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Common Terms and Definitions
Bidirectional meter: An electric meter installed
by Consumers Energy for customers with grid-tied
generation. Consumers Energy can measure a

net electricity use by netting the two
registers found on a bidirectional meter one
that measures the energy provided by Consumers
Energy, and one that measures excess generation
brought onto the grid. Upgraded electric meters
have bidirectional capability.

Capacity factor: The ratio of a generating
actual output over time and its potential output
if to the system could operate at full nameplate
capacity continuously over the same period of
time. Example: Consumers Energy assumes a
capacity factor of 12.74 percent when determining
the eligibility of a solar system for the Distributed
Generation program.

Categories: Renewable generator systems are
classified into three categories:

Category 1: Eligible electric generators
with aggregate generation up to 20
kilowatts (kWAC). Category 1 systems are
typically owned by residential or small
business customers.

Category 2: Eligible electric generators
with aggregate generation greater than
20 kW and up to 150 kWAC. Category
2 systems are typically owned by large
business and industrial customers.

Category 3: Methane digesters with
aggregate generation greater than 150
kW and up to 550 kWAC. Category 3
systems are almost exclusively owned by
agricultural customers.

Commissioning test: A test Distributed Generation
customers complete after a generator is installed,
but before the GIOA is signed, that proves the
system is up to code, performs to specifications and
is ready to be safely connected to the grid.

Credits: for excess energy
supplied to the electric grid amounting to power
supply less transmission costs.

Eligible generator types: A renewable energy
system (solar, wind, hydroelectric, geothermal
or biomass) with up to 150 kW of capacity, or a
methane digester with up to 550 kW of capacity.
Eligible electric generators cannot produce output
exceeding a annual electric use.

Generator interconnection   and   operating
agreement (GIOA): A contractual agreement
between Consumers Energy and its customer
designating the size of a generator being
connected to the grid and the location.

Kilowatt (kW): The instantaneous rate at which
energy is being generated or used.

Kilowatt-hour (kWh): The result of producing
power over a sustained period. For example, if a
one-kilowatt generator produced electricity at full
power for one hour, one kilowatt-hour would be
produced.

Nameplate capacity: The fully rated output
of an electric generation system during ideal
conditions. Since renewable energy power sources
are intermittent, most renewable systems operate
far below nameplate capacity most of the time, so
the capacity factor must be considered.
As an example, a 6-kW solar generation system can
offset an average electric use.

Outflow credit: A full-service rate per
kilowatt-hour (kWh) for excess generation.

Net excess generation credit: The line item on

aggregate credit built up for use in future billing
cycles because of excess generation.

Renewable energy credits (RECs): Tradeable,
non-tangible energy commodities in the United
States representing proof that one megawatt-hour
(MWh) of electricity was generated from an eligible
renewable energy resource (renewable electricity),
used by Consumers Energy to meet regulated
portfolio standards.

Renewable energy resource: A resource that
replenishes naturally over time and is ultimately
derived from solar, wind or hydroelectric energy.


